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We consider the problem of explicitly enumerating and counting the assembly pathways by
which an icosahedral viral shell forms from identical constituent protein monomers. This
poorly understood assembly process is a remarkable exampleof symmetric macromolecular
self-assembly occuring in nature and possesses many features that are desirable while engineer-
ing self-assembly at the nanoscale.
We use the new model of24;25 that employs a static geometric constraint graph to represent the
driving (weak) forces that cause a viral shell to assemble and hold it together. The model was
developed to answer focused questions about the structuralproperties of the most probable types
of successful assembly pathways. Specifically, the model reduces the study of pathway types
and their probabilities to the study of the orbits of the automorphism group of the underlying
geometric constraint graph, acting on the set of pathways.
Since these are highly symmetric polyhedral graphs, it seems a viable approach to explicitly
enumerate these orbits and count their sizes. The contribution of this paper is to isolate and
simplify the core combinatorial questions, list related work and indicate the advantages of an
explicit enumerative approach.

1. Introduction

Icosahedral viral shell assembly is an outstanding exampleof nanoscale, macro-
molecular self-assembly occuring in nature15. Mostly identicalcoat protein
monomers assemble with high rate of efficacy into a closed icosahedralcapsid
or shell; onset and termination are spontaneous, and assembly is robust, rapid and
economical. All of these requirements are both desirable and difficult to achieve
when engineering macromolecular self-assembly. See Figures 1.�supported in part by NSF-EIA 0218435ysupported in part by NSA-MDA 904-03-1-0044
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However the viral assembly process - just like any other spontaneous macro-
molecular assembly process such as molecular crystal formation - is poorly un-
derstood. Answering questions about viral assembly pathways can help both to
encourage macromolecular assemblies for engineering, biosensor and gene ther-
apy applications, but and also discourage assembly for arresting the spread of viral
infection.

We use the viral assembly pathway model of24;25 that employs static geo-
metric constraints to represent the driving (weak) forces that cause a viral shell to
assemble and hold it together. The model avoids dynamics andas a result is both
tractable and tunable. Preliminary predictions of this model consistently explain
existing experimental observations about viral shell assembly. This model was
developed to answer focused questions about the structuralproperties of the most
probable types of successful assemblypathways, which are essentially directed
acyclic graphs (dags) representing valid constructions (or decompositions) of the
virus. The nodes of these dags are biochemicallystablesubassemblies of the com-
plete assembly, partially ordered by containment. See Figures 5, 6. Specifically,
the model reduces the study of pathway types and their probabilities to the study
of the orbits of the automorphism group of the underlying geometric constraint
graph, acting on the set of pathways. In24;25, efficient randomized algorithms
are given that sample the pathway set to provide approximateanswers to these
questions.

Since the underlying graphs are highly symmetric polyhedral graphs, it seems
a viable approach to instead explicitly enumerate these (perhaps simplified) orbits
and count their sizes. The contribution of this paper is to isolate and simplify
the core combinatorial questions, list related work and indicate the advantages of
an explicit enumerative approach over the random sampling approach of24;25.
The expectation is that a hybrid of the two approaches can be developed which
leverages these advantages while incorporating the full generality of the model of24;25.
Organization

Section 1.1 discusses viral structure assembly basics; Section 1.2 discusses the
current state of knowledge on viral assembly including a brief sketch of the model
of 24;25 and what it achieves. Section 2 develops the appropriate definitions, states
and briefly discusses approaches to the combinatorial enumeration questions that
we consider here and sketches their origins from the24;25 model.
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1.1. Virus Preliminaries

The viral shell is important in that it packages viral “life”i.e, the genomic nu-
cleic acid, which could be single stranded DNA (ssDNA), double-stranded DNA,
or RNA. However, in many cases, viral shell assembly occurs with no interfer-
ence from the enclosed genetic material: empty shells, or shells packaging incom-
plete genomic material form with equal facility1, a fact that simplifies the model-
ing. A symmetric shell11 is a consequence of its consisting of (almost) identical
monomers. The predominant structure of viral shells is icosahedral since the exact
five-fold, three-fold and two-fold point-group symmetry ofthe icosahedron per-
mits thequasi-equivalentsymmetry8 required to construct structures with a large
number of monomers (see Figures 1, 4, 2). The number of monomers for each
vertex of each triangle of the (20-triangle) icosahedron isrefered to as the (typi-
cally small) ‘T’ number: a T=1 virus shell has 60 identical monomers, a T=7 virus
shell has 420 monomers etc. Our focus here is mainly on ssDNA T=1 viruses. See
Figures 1 4, 2.

,

Figure 1. (Left) Basic Viral Structure. (Right) Dimer, trimer and pentamer interactions and close-up
of atomic interaction.

Virus assembly involves28 highly specific
monomer -monomer (protein -protein), - and possibly protein -genomic material
interactions, all of which are governed by geometry or by weak forces that can be
treated geometrically9 (see Figure 1). More specifically, the final viral structure
can be viewed formally as the solution to a system of geometric constraints that
translate to algebraic equations and inequalities.
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1.2. Current state of knowledge and the New Geometric Constraint
Model

While there is a well developed structure theory ofcompleteviral shells11;8,
verified by X-ray crystallography and other experimental data, theprocessesof
viral shell assembly are poorly understood. From an experimental point of view,
this lack of understanding is due to the extreme speed of the assembly so that
wet-lab snapshots of intermediate sub-assemblies are generally unsuccessful.

From a modeling point of view, this lack of understanding is due to the fact
that prior to the recent model of24;25, previous computational models5;6;28;27;26,19;17;20;18 generally involve dynamics of (simplified versions) of virus assembly
(further description of these approaches and comparison with the approach of24;25, can be found in24). Dynamics were used previously even when the as-
sembly models only sought to elucidate the structure of successful pathways.

Models whose output parameters are defined only as the end result of a dy-
namical process are computationally costly, often requiring oversimplifications to
ensure tractability. In addition, such models are also not easily tunable or refin-
able since their input-to-output function is generally notanalyzable and therefore
do not provide a satisfactory conceptual explanation of thephenomenon being
modeled.

By carefully defining the probability space, using the successful assembly as
a given, the static model of24;25 gives a method to approximately compute the
probabilities of successful pathway trees/dags efficiently.

Next we briefly describe the features of the24;25 model of viral shell assembly.
The modelsinput parametersare: information extracted from (a) the geomet-

ric structure of the coat protein monomer that forms the viral shell, including all
relevant (rigid) conformations, Figure 2; (b) the geometric and weak-force inter-
actions - between pairs of monomers - that drive assembly (see Figure 1). and (c)
(optional) the inter-monomer contact or neighborhood structure of the complete
viral shell, Figure 2.

The latter is crucial for a focused model thatonly deals withthosepathways
that are knownapriori to lead to a complete viral shell. However, the model can
be generalized to the case where (c) is not part of the input and unsuccessful as-
semblies are included. These input parameters are then converted into a tensegrity14, 2, 10 and geometric constraint system23;21 representation of the viral shell.

The output information sought from the model: first, the probability that a
specifictypeof successful assembly pathway incorporates a specifictypeof sub-
assembly, leads to the complete viral shell with bounded constructioneffort; in
short, a probability distribution over successful, bounded effort assembly path-
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Figure 2. (Left) Example monomer primitives and constraints. Balls (points) - atomic markers;
Green line segments - variable length bonds; Arrows - torsion angles between green line segments;
Red - distances representing fixed length bonds; Arcs – angles; Dotted lines – distances representing
weak force; (screenshot using FRONTIER geometric constraint solving software). (Right) Part (c) of
input to the model: Icosahedral T=1 viral shell’s assembly-relevant interfaces that are used to construct
the viral shell graph; the pentamer (p), trimer (t) and dimer(d) interfaces are shown for a reference
monomer.

ways that incorporate certain substructures; this has a straightforward generaliza-
tion (24) to a distribution over all possible assembly pathways (notnecessarily
successful) within an effort bound. The model satisfies the following require-
ments.
(i) The description of the model - i.e. the input-to-output function - is static, i.e.
does not rely on dynamics of the assembly process. This is achieved using the state
of the art theory of 3D geometric constraint decomposition23;21 and is essential
for forward analyzabilty.
(ii) The assumptions of the model are mathematically and biochemically justifi-
able. These justifications and rigorous comparisons of the model with existing
models of viral shell assembly are given in24.
(iii) The model is computationally tractable, i.e.there is an efficient randomized
algorithm for computing (a provably good approximation of)the pathway prob-
ability distribution. The required algorithms are crucial modifications of state-
of-the art 3d geometric constraint decomposition algorithms 23;21. As a result,
simulation software for the model is built directly upon existing opensource soft-
ware for 3D geometric constraint solving22. See Figures 3.

Tractable computational simulation based on provably accurate algorithms is
essential for backward analyzability which is needed for two reasons: first, for
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Figure 3. (Left)The simulated assembly of a T=1 viral shell:the solved viral geometric constraint
graph of Figure 2. (Right) Pentamer subassembly of the viralgeometric constraint graph of Figure 2.

iteratively refining the model so that its output matches known biochemical infor-
mation or experimental results; and second, for engineering a desired output, for
example engineering the monomer structure to prevent or encourage certain sub-
assemblies, inorder to force certain pathways to become more likely than others,
or to prevent successful assembly.
(iv) Preliminary simulation results (see24, for example Figures 3) show that, in
principle, the model’s predictions are qualitatively consistent with known stud-
ies of viruses. More conclusive biochemical validation using 3 carefully chosen,
ssDNA T=1 viruses is in process24.

Overall, the model provides an indication of the direct, mutually beneficial in-
terplay between (a) the concepts underlying macromolecular assembly and (b) es-
tablished as well as novel concepts from combinatorial rigidity theory, geometric
constraint solving, as well as polyhedral combinatorics aswell as computational
algebraic geometry and algebraic complexity, in general. Several promising open
problems are indicated in24.

2. Obtaining pathway type probabilities by combinatorial
enumeration and counting

In this section, we first give simplified definitions of (icosahedral) viral shell
graphs, valid pathways and pathway isomorphism types. These are abstracted
from the geometric constraint model of Section 1.224;25, although we do not
explicitly discuss here the derivation process for this abstraction or simplifica-
tion. For these simplified definitions, it is viable to approach the core question of
estimating specific pathway type probabilities using explicit combinatorial enu-
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meration and counting of specific types of constructions (ordecompositions) of
symmetric polyhedral graphs. We briefly list previous work relevant to this ap-
proach.

These probabilities are estimated for more general definitions of pathways and
more general viral shell (geometric constraint) graphs that are used in the model
of 24;25, using a randomized sampling method applied to a geometric constraint
decomposition algorithm. The motivation of the explicit enumeration approach is
to address 2 drawbacks of this method, given later in this section.

Definition 2.1. An icosahedralT = m viral shell graph is obtained from aT = m viral shell by representing each monomer as a vertex and eachinterface
(relevant for assembly) between a pair of monomers by an edge.

The automorphism group of this graph is isomorphic to the icosahedral sym-
metry group of the viral shell. In fact, a more general resultof 3;4 listing the
possible automorphism groups of general polyhedral graphscould be useful for
characterizing subgraphs of viral shell graphs that represent stable partial assem-
blies or subassemblies, whose significance will be clear below.

Definition 2.2. A stable subgraphS of a T = m viral shell graphG is defined
recursively. For the base case, a small set of at mostk (independent ofm) small
base stablesubgraphs of size at most3m is specified and any subgraphS that is
isomorphic to a base subgraph is stable. These constitute the base setB of stable
subgraphs ofG. For the recursion,S is stable if and only if it can be decomposed
into a minimalconstituent setQ of vertex disjoint stable subgraphsSi such that
there is a subgraphA of S that is in the base set and is not contained in the
subgraph induced by any proper subset ofQ.

A stable subgraph typeis an isomorphism class obtained as the orbit of the
natural action of the automorphism group ofG on a stable subgraph.

For the simple T=1 viral shell graph obtained from the interfaces of Figure
2, the the two common base stable subgraphs would be 5 cycles and 3 cycles
that correspond respectively to the two common stable subassemblies, pentamers
and trimers, and larger stable subgraphs would be connectedsubgraphs built from
trimers of pentamers and pentamers of trimers respectively, see Figures 4.

Definition 2.3. A valid pathwayfor a viral shell graphG is a tree where each node
corresponds to a stable subgraph ofG, the children of a parent form a constituent
set for the parent, leaves are singleton vertices, and henceparents of leaves are
subgraphs in the base set.

A valid, successful pathwayis one whose root is the entire viral shell subgraph.
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A valid pathway typeis the isomorphism class obtained as the orbit of the
natural action of the automorphism group ofG on a valid pathway.

For example, Figures 5 and 6 show valid, successful pathway types and some
of their representative pathways for the T=1 viral shell graph of Figure 2, in the
case where the only stable subgraphs are built from trimers of pentamers and pen-
tamers of trimers respectively (base stable set consists oftrimers and pentamers).
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Figure 4. (Left) Facenumbers: pentamer of trimers in a T=1 shell. (Right) Vertex numbers: trimers
of pentamers in a T=1 shell
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Figure 5. More T=1 Pathways based on pentameric stable subassemblies

From the model of Section 1.225;24, one of the two factors that decides the
probability of a successful pathway type is the size of its isomorphism class. The
combinatorial enumeration and counting questions of interest are:� to explicitly enumerate the valid (successful) pathway types of a viral
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Figure 6. T=1 Pathways based on trimeric stable subassemblies

shell graph with a specified base set of stable subgraphs,� to compute, for each valid (successful) pathway type, the size of its iso-
morphism class as a fraction of the total number of valid (successful)
pathways,� to answer both above questions for valid (successful) pathway types that
contain a specified stable subgraph type.

By “explicit enumeration and counting” we do not preclude a clean algorithmic
solution that, for instance, enumerates (or provides a clean data structure repre-
sentation of) the pathway (type)s without duplication. Work on systematic con-
structions of Fullerenes12;13;7;16 develop techniques that could be relevant to an-
swering these questions. (Fullerenes are symmetric polyhedral graphs named after
Buckminster Fuller who incidentally popularized tensegrity principles which in-
spired Caspar and Klug’s quasi-equivalence theory of viralstructure).

At this point, an explicit counting approach suggested in this paper appears real-
istic only for the above simplified viral shell graphs - not for the full generality of
viral geometric constraint graphs and pathways arising from the model of Section
1.2. However, the more general approach for estimating successful pathway type
probabilities given in25;24 - using randomized sampling of pathways and geo-
metric decomposition algorithm - has other drawbacks. Specifically, it does not
utilize the icosahedral symmetry of these viruses, potentially a powerful tool in
determining the pathway isomorphism classes; secondly it does not easily extend
to pathways with additional properties, such as the 3rd question above. The expec-
tation is that a hybrid of these two approaches can be developed which addresses
these drawbacks while incorporating the full generality ofthe model of24;25.
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